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• Progression and metastasis of early-to-mid stage
lung cancers exhibited great diversity and have not
been systemically studied to date.

• Evolutionary genomics underlying lung cancer
progression and metastasis may provide guidance
for patient stratification and personalized disease
management.

• We collected 160 primary tumors (PTs, 474 region)
and 112 lymph node metastases (LNMs) from 125
patients with stage I-III resectable lung cancer and
performed targeted sequencing.

• We reconstructed the sample phylogeny of each
patient and investigated evolutionary subtypes of
PTs and metastatic trajectories of LNMs at the
clonal resolution.
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Methods

Figure 1. Intratumor clonal heterogeneity 
decreased during tumor differentiation 

Figure 3. Potent metastatic drivers in LUADs

Figure 2. Evolutionary subtypes of LUADs

Figure 5. Representative cases of LNM patterns

A). Workflow for evolutionary subtype inferences.1,2,3 B). 
Disease-free survival analysis of LUAD patients stratified 
by seven evolutionary subtypes.

Figure 4. Clonality patterns of LNMs

• Our results depict the evolutionary patterns of PTs and LNMs in patients
with resectable lung cancers. Features such as evolutionary subtypes of
PTs and phylogenetic origins of LNMs may serve as prognostic markers,
highlighting the clinical significance of evolutionary genomics in the
understanding of tumor progression and disease management.

Conclusions

• In progressive clonal evolution of PTs, intratumor
heterogeneity decreased with tumor growth while
Ki67 index increased with tumor differentiation.

• We categorized lung adenocarcinomas (LUADs)
into 7 evolutionary subtypes and elaborated their
correlation with clinicopathological features.

• We identified NF1 and TP53 mutations as potent
metastatic drivers and unfavored prognostic
markers for metastasis-free patients (P = 0.021
and 0.0017, respectively).

• The majority of LNMs (67.9%) were seeded
polyclonally, among which three cases showed
profound evidence for LNM-mediated metastasis.

• Multiple metastases of distinct evolutionary origins
indicated higher risk of relapse than those of
common origins.

Results
A). Between-region genetic divergence (BRGD) of LUADs 
of different differentiation grades. B). Correlation of Ki67 
index and BRGD in LUADs. C). Schematic diagram 
illustrating the trend of BRGD and Ki67 during tumor 
differentiation.

A). Mutations that were more prevalent in LNMs. B-C). 
Disease-free survival analysis of N0 stage patients 
stratified by NF1 (B) and TP53 (C) mutations. D). 
Importance of clinicopathological and genomic features for 
predicting LNM status through a machine learning 
algorithm.

Proportions of LNMs that originated from mono- and poly-
clonal seeding in LUAD and LUSC cases

LUAD LUSC

A). Representative case of monoclonal seeding from LUAD. B). Representative case 
of polyclonal seeding from LUSC. C-D). Representative cases of LNM-mediated 
metastasis.

Figure 6. Prognostic indication of multi-LNM cases

A). Representative cases of multiple LNMs that originated from distinct (P126) and 
common (P129) phyletic origins. B). Disease-free survival analysis of multi-LNM 
LUAD cases stratified by modes of phyletic origins.References
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